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2 1 gorbachev 10 sep speech. (cov tv 100730, item 3 on 10 sep list) (4-3 
min: amharic 101600/three times/; 2 min: somali 101700/twice/) 

3 2 boris yeltsin 11 sep speech. (c/r rossii 111100, item 3 on 11 sep list) 
(5 min: czech/slovak 111800; 2-1 min: swahili 111800 amharic 111600/twicel 
somali 111700; brief: portbraz 0000 spanla 0000 dari 1500) 

4 3 boris pankin 11 sep speech. (c/r tassr 111647, item 4 on 11 sep list) 
(1 min: enginter 0700 portbraz 0000 spanla 0000 swahili 111800; brief: 
enginter 0800 0900 1000 1100 portbraz 0000 spanla 0000 urdu 1200 bur 1200 
thai 1300 lao 1030 1330 camb 1100 1230) 

5 4 reports on boris pankin's 12 sep press conference. (400 text sent: 
tasse 1659; 300 text sent: tassr 1420; 150 text: tassr 1455 tasse 1518; 
brief: enginter 1900 2100 2200 engna 2300 portbraz 2300 spanla 2300 enguk 
2000 spanish 2100 hungarian 2000) 

6 5 viktor levin on boris pankin's 12 sep press conference in which he pays 
attention to events in cuba and stmt on honecker's fate. (7 min, sent: 
home 1600) 

7 6 aleksandr kurilnyy on boris pankin's 12 sep press conference, dwelling 
on his remarks on issue of recognition of sovereignty of baltic states and 

. meeting and conversations-be-haci-held-.y-i-thl.ading-for-eign-ministers.- -( &- -
min: mayak 1330) 

8 7 reports on gorbachev's 11 sep moscow meeting with various nordic foreign 
ministers attending conference. (c/r tasse 111749, item 11 on 11 sep 
list) (2-1 min: arabic 1400 bur 1200 urdu 1200 beng 1200 hind 1300 indo 
1300 lao 1030 1330 viet 1200; brief: enginter0700 0800 0900 1000 1100 
1200 1300 1400 1500) 

9 8 reports on boris yeltsin's 11 sep moscow meeting with various 
participants attending conference. (c/r tasse 111141, item 12 on 11 sep 
list) (10 min: camb 1100; 9-6 min: korean 1100 lao 1030 viet 1200) 

10 9 reports on gorbachev's 12 sep kremlin meeting with jean-louis toran, sec 
of vatican for relations with states, with gist remarks exchanged, pegged. 
(300 text sent: tasse 1621 tassr 1526; brief: tv 1800 enginter 1900 2100 
enguk 2000 spanish 2100 hungarian 2000) 

11 10 intvw with csfr delegate to conference and former cssr foreign minister 
jiri hajek on human rights observance in wake of cold war. (3 min: german 
1600 spanish 2100) 

12 11 intvw with polish foreign minister krzysztof skubiszewski, who heads 
polish delegation to conference, stressing poland's concern for observance 
of human rights in intl relations for arbitration and conciliation in 
these relations, with special reference to yugoslavia, touching on other 
intI issues and his meeting with gorbachev. (17 min: polish 1600) 

13 12 intvw with mme lalumiere of cncl of europe, pegged, giving her 
impressions about role of cncl of europe in new europe, highlighting 
integration of eastern europe and ussr in ec as major aim. (4.5 min: tv 
1800) 
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14 13 special correspondents dispatches, pegged. (rpt enginter 101210, item 
25 on 10 sep list) (somali 101700) 

15 14 vitaliy gurov gives account of gorbachev's address to conference. (rpt 
enginter 111210, item 16 on 11 sep list) (swahili 111800 amharic 111600) 

16 15 yuriy solton paraphrasing foreign policy portion of gorbachev's speech. 
(rpt enginter 111210, item 17 on 11 sep list) (portbraz 0000) 

17 TB1309140091TAKE1 
18 GLOBAL 
19 16 vitaliy gurov on outcome of nonaligned foreign ministers meeting in 

accra. (4 min: thai 1300) 
20 17 "update". (rpt enginter 111910, item 24 on 11 sep list) (engnaOOOO) 
21 18 "radio moscow international listeners club program": letters from 

chairmen of radio moscow listeners clubs in bangladesh and india on clubs 
activities in their respective countries; interview with chairman of radio 
moscow listeners club in belgium, praising soviet people's victory over 
recent abortive coup d'etat; letters from listeners in prc. (25 min: lao 
101230) 

22 19 "dialogue": incl presented by aleksandr ikonnikov, izvestiya on 
dependence of baltics, georgia and moldovia on central energy supply, incl 
remarks by interrepublic economic committee and its key responsibilities 
(5 min); interview with lithuanian foreign minister algirdas saudargas on 
poor chances of lithuania joining new economic union (3 min); interview 
with german foreign minister genscher (6 min). (german 1700) 

23 20 "newmarket": information about soviet business scene, noting that house 
of rsfsr parliament has seen meeting of business people in russian 
government under silayev, giving results of recent public opinion poll on 
what muscovites think about poor soviet economic situation (5 min); 
interview-vith~head-(Jf-east-european sec:ution-ofu-brl-tl-slr-ICI--company--u~----~ 

vitaliy glazunov on abortive coup which meant one step backwards and three 
forward for soviet business (9 min); incorrect information about rock 
concert to be held in moscow, noting that organizers have changed their 
minds about its venue; u.s. warning against americans travelling to baltic 
republics as there are no u.s. embassies therefore it cannot offer its 
citizens normal consular service (3 min). (engna 2300) -

24 UNITED STATES 
25 21 reports on 11 sep gorbachev-baker moscow press conference on results of 

their latest meeting. (c/r tv 111535, item 27 on 11 sep list) (4 min: 
korean 0900; one min: amharic 111600/twicel somali 111700 swahili 111800; 
brief: enginter 0800 0900 1000 1100 portbraz 0000 spanla 0000) 

26 22 anon on gorbachev's 11 sep moscow meeting and joint press conference 
with u.s. secretary of state james baker, noting that talks centered 
around bilateral economic cooperation, middle east problem and soviet 
decision to withdraw troops from cuba. (6-3 min: swahili 111800 burm 1200 
tamil 1500 urdu 1200 hind 1300 beng 1200 camb 1100 lao 1030 viet 1200) 

27 23 tass parliamentary corr yuriy kozmin on 11 sep moscow meeting between 
boris yeltsin and james baker, quoting yeltsin to journalists following 
meeting on aspects of talks. (c/r tasse 111645, item 29 on 11 sep list) 
(2-1 min: burm 1200 1430 beng 1200 camb 1100 1230 korean 0900 1100; brief: 
enginter 0800 0900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 urdu 1200 hind 1300 indo 
1300 thai 1300 tamil 1500 lao 1030 1330 viet 1200) 

28 24 reports on 12 sep moscow meeting between soviet premier ivan silayev 
and u.s. secretary of state james baker, with gist remarks exchanged. 
(230 text sent: tasse 1959; brief: burm 1200 lao 1030 1330) 
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29 25 soviet premier ivan silayev 12 sep remarks to journalists on outcome of 
his moscow meeting with u.s. secretary of state james baker. (one miri 
sent: mayak 0900 german 1600 1700; brief: enginter 1300 1400 1500 1600 
1700 1800 1900 2100 frenchinter 1800 enguk 2000 polish 1600 czech/slovak 
1800 hungarian 2000) 

30 26 tass parliamentary corr yuriy kozmin on 12 sep moscow meeting between 
silayev and baker, briefly quoting silayev's remarks to journalists on 
outcome of meeting which he described as constructive. (200 text sent: 
tasse 1026 tassr 0940) 

31 27 valeriy kiosa on 12 sep moscow meeting between si1ayev and baker, 
quoting si1ayev's remarks to journalists prior to talks and at improvized 
press conference following their meeting. (5 min sent: mayak 1310) 

32 28 vyacheslav osipov interview with russian foreign minister aleksandr 
kozyrev on recent meeting between silayev and baker, during which economic 
and humanitarian issues were discussed. (5 min sent: rossii 1904) 

33 TB1309140191TAKE2 
34 29 tass corr ruben shirinyan on moscow mayor gavriil popov meeting with 

james baker, briefly quoting popov prior to this meeting on importance of 
western investments to moscow city economy." (70 text sent: tasse 1220) 

35 30 yu. isayev on reaction to gorbachev's statement re withdrawal of soviet 
forces from cuba, linking this withdrawal to fact that their presence in 
cuba impeded u.s.-ussr relations, which had become an irreve1ant and 
costly vestige of 1960's policy. (4 min: mayak 1430) 

36 31 yuriy sol ton outlining topics dicussed by gorbachev and baker, noting 
scope for cooperation in various fields, stressing symbolism of exchange 
of gifts at joint press conference. (5-4 min: enginter 1210 2110 enguk 
2000 spanla 2300 portbraz 2300 german 1600 spanish 2100 arabic 1400 
afrikaans-l-700-poU-sh-1600i-ndo-1300-bur-m1430)---- ------------ "-- --- --" -------

37 AMERICAS " 
38 32 leonid levchenko on recent central american foreign ministers meeting 

decision, to reactivate organization of central american states, noting 
that this decision was made to meet challenge of EEC. (4 min: spanla 2300 
portbraz 2300) 

39 33 "latin america in focus": report on commemoration of guatemala day, 
costa rica, e1 salvador, honduras and nicaragua at friendship house in 
moscow, incl excerpts of speeches by costa rican and nicaraguan 
ambassadors on this occasion. (6 min: spanla 2300) 

40 34 gaston vargas on 18th anniversary of pinochet's bloody coup in chile, 
return of democracy, history of persecutions and torture. (rpt spanla 
112300, item 36 on 11 sep list) (10 min: spanla 0000) 

41 35 sergey koshkin on ussr's intention to commence dialogue with cuba on 
withdrawal of soviet forces, which is logical step in spirit of new 
thinking in international affairs, noting cuban governments belief that 
presence of soviet troops prevents potential armed invasion by u.s., 
briefly quoting gorbachev on soviet-cuban relations. (4.5-3 min: enginter 
1510 1810 portbraz 2300 german 1600 spanish 2100 persian 1430 polish 1600 
tami1 1500 urdu 1200 hind 1300 indo 1300 burm 1430 beng 1200 camb 1230 lao 
1330 viet 1400; anon: hungarian 2000) 

42 36 tass observer gennadiy petrov on soviet decision to withdraw troops 
from cuba, noting that presence of soviet military contingent acts as 
serious obstacle to further development of relations between soviet union 
and united states, briefly quoting gorbachev at joint press conference 
with baker. (320 text sent: tassr 1604) 
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37 anon lima dispatch on fujimori's upcoming visit to united states. (3 
min: spanla 2300) 
GERMANY 
38 report on 11 sep conclusion of soviet-german seminar on issues 
pertaining to unemployment, including interview with german trade union 
federation deputy chairperson ursula engelenkefer. (3 min: german 1600) 
39 "topical subject": vladimir cherkassov on economic situation in five 
new german states, noting that first indication of recovery gave no 
reasons for euphoria in view of high unemployment and continuing price 
rises, stressing that despite numerous calls by government private 
investment remains bleak concentrating on short term profits. (5 min: 
german 1700) 
40 "mailbox"; quoting letter from frg listener ot to (heinelt), criticizing 
turn in soviet current affairs coverage, which appears to be careful in 
not biting hand that feeds country and has taken to adopting west german 
views on former gdr. (12 min: german 1700) 
VEST EUROPE 
41 boris yeltsin 12 sep greetings message to 14th conference of (EDU), 
european democratic union taking place in paris. (330 text sent: tasse 
2025 tassr 1700) 
42 yevgeniy (krishkin) on profound changes underway in inter-european 
relations, noting that foundations are now being laid for future of 
continent, especially in soviet union. (3 min: enguk 2000 portbraz 2300 
german 1600 spanish 2100 polish 1600) 
TB1309140291TAKE3 
43 "point of view": omc; review of soviet press; summary kommersant on 
beregovoy's visit in ussr; izvestiya on opinions of french politicians and 
businessmen on -econom-i-c--aidto-ussr-;--pravda-reviewing-french-p-resson ---------
results of people's congress emergency session; sovetskaya rossiya giving 
opinions of french press on results of people's congress session; pravda 
on UFO's in belgium; moskovskaya pravda announcing release of new french 
film in moscow; newsreel of soviet-french friendship; anon on rpr leader 
chirac three day visit to moscow, which met with yeltsin, sobchat and 
other russian politicians; account of visit to moscow by french economy 
minister beregovoy, where he was received by gorbachev and yeltsin and met 
with soviet economists and company directors; anon on industrial 
exhibition in moscow. (27 min: frenchinter 101800) 
44 "good evening": anon on third day of csce human rights conference (3 
min); anon on austrian cosmonauts undergoing training near moscow for 
upcoming joint austro-soviet space flight (2 min); president of austrian 
federal economic chamber in moscow, leopold (magertaler) (7 min); 
interview wth austrian construction supervisor in charge of music center 
being constructed in moscow (4 min); anon vienna dispatch on 
unido-conceived program to facilitate conversion of military enterprises 
(3 min); braunau dispatch on controversy over restorationi of hitler's 
birthplace (3 min); anon on history of wagnerian operas in russia (8 min). 
(germaust 1925) 
45 tass corrs sergey batyrev and viktor khrekov paris dispatch, giving 
account of francois mitterrand 12 sep press conference, devoted to key 
problems of international and domestic policy. (500 text: tasse 1253) 
46 tass corrs oleg moskovskiy and leonid timofeyev on moscow meeting 
between soviet and french defense ministers, briefly quoting soviet 
defense minister shaposhnikov prior to their meeting, noting that 

\ 
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following completion of talks an agreement was signed on mutual contacts 
in 1992-93. (230 text sent: tasse 0935; brief: tv 1530) 
47_ account 12 sep joint moscow press conference by french defense minister 
pierre joxe and ussr state security chief vadim bakatin following their 
recent meeting, briefly quoting bakatin. (one min sent: rossii 1200) 
48 tass rome dispatch on Ii peng's intvw with italian press stating china 
will maintain friendly relations with ussr. (approx 500 words: tassr 
0817) 
AFRICA 
49 "africa as we see it": sergey viktorov discusses emergence of 
multi-party systems in africa, a notion that quite recently would have 
been unheard of, attempts to introduce pluralism had been repeated 
thwarted, examples cited in this connection and of proposed multiparty 
elections in various countries (3 min); spcial program dedicated to steve 
biko who was killed by pretoria authorities on 12 sep 1977, historical and 
biographical details given in this connection, quoting his friend donald 
woods who wrote book on his life (6 min). (engafr 1630) 
50 vladimir chernuka on angolan situation. (3 min: amharic 111600) 
51 special program to mark ethiopian new year. (30 min: amharic 111600) 
52 vitaliy (belavorodca) on ugandan commission of inquiry on the ugandan 
plane carrying weapons to yugoslavia. (3.5 min: amharic 111600 somali 
101700) 
53 aleksandr fedorov re conference on human rights currently taking place 
in moscow, reps from 38 countries taking part, conference focusing on 
situation in europe and need to respect human rights, can human rights be 
measured: south african foreign minister reacted to failed cup in soviet 
union by saying that it could damage intI relations, transkei's leader 
could -not concealhis-pleasure-,-whole-vor Id--conciemneci--coup,-maites--- - -
reference to south african newspaper star article by harald pankendorf on 
events in soviet union. (3 min: afrikaans 1700) 
MIDEAST 
54 intvw with deputy leader of soviet organization "peace now." (rpt 
arabic 081400, item 34 on 8 sep list) (arabic 1600) 
TB1309140391TAKE4 
55 tass intvw with soviet president's emissary yevgeniy primakov, on his 
visit to egypt. (3 min: indo 1300) 
56 anon on visit to egypt by soviet presidential envoy primakov as part of 
mideast peace mission. (3 min: korean 0900) 
57 oleg grekov "in search of true language regarding the middle east peace 
conference," re intl preparations for mideast peace conference, pointing 
out almost everybody is talking about mideast peace conf as a reality, 
contending this is due to constant efforts of american and soviet 
presidents, and visits paid to the area by both primakov and baker. (4 
min: arabic 1600) 
58 anon on hostage problem in mideast, noting decision taken by israeli 
govt to release 50 palestinian prisoners thus making first and hopefully 
not last step toward solution of problem, backgrpund of hostage issue 
outlined. (3 min: enginter 1510 1810) 
59 report on current trade fair in alma ata organized by soviet and UAE 
firms, exhibitors talks about success of this fair. (arabic 1400) 
60 anon talks to trade official in foreign ministry in charge of economic 
relations yemen, he says relations have improved since unification of 
yemen, and cooperation wi th it covers various fields such as oil 

- : .. 
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prospection and fishing. (3 min: arabic 1600) 
SOUTH ASIA 

of 135 

61 (rustem valiulin) reports from islamabad on ishaq khan's visit and on 
iranian-pakistani relations. (4 min: persian 1430) 
62 vasant georgiyev referring to indian external affairs minister's 
congratulatory msg to his soviet counterpart pankin, welcomes indian 
leader's remarks about maintaining friendly relations and cooperation with 
ussr under framework of india-soviet treaty of peace, friendship and 
cooperation which provides firm basis for development of bilateral 
relations. (4.5-3.5 min: tamil 1500; anon: urdu 1200 hind 1300 beng 1200) 
63 "radio moscow friendship club." (rpt tamil 111500, item 66 on 11 sep 
list) (urdu 1200) 
64 yevgeniy nikolayev referring to proposed referendum in sri lanka. (rpt 
tamil 111500, item 68 on 11 sep list) (4 min: urdu 1200 beng 1200 hind 
1300 tamil 1500) 
CHINA 
65 anon on results of srv foreign minister nguyen man cam's visit to 
china. (4 min, sent: viet 1400) 
66 tass commentator sergei afonin on steps being taken by china and 
vietnam to normalize their relations. (400 text sent: tasse 1521 tassr 
1258) 
ASIAN COMMUNIST 
67 aleksey nikolayev hails u.s. decision to provide humanitarian aid for 
cambodian war victims. (rpt lao 111330, item 73 on 11 sep list) (6-5 min: 
camb 1100 thai 1300) 
ASIA/PACIFIC 
68 "focus on asia": incl intvv with vorontsov, official of oriental 
s tudiesins t itute-under--soviet-aeademy-of-seiences,-who--at-t-ended-seoul
seminar on northeast asia situation (3 min, sent); pravda introduces 
chinese builder-millionaire, describing how he made fortune (4 min). 
(korean 1100) 
69 "focus on asia and pacific": incl aleksey nikolayev on u.s. cambodia 
policy, briefly noting state department announcement of planned 
humanitarian aid and eagerness to promote peace process,. detailing at 
length u.s. involvement in destruction of its earlier peace, noting that 
washington still doesn't recognise phnom penh government and maintains an 
economic embargo pending settlement (4 min); vladimir viktorov reports 
proceedings at group of 77 meeting of asian countries in pyongyang, 
describes economic problems facing region (4 min); pravda tokyo dispatch 
on local reaction to baltic independence (3 min). (enginter 0910) 
70 vladimir viktorov on asian ministerial conf of group of 77 in 
pyongyang. (rpt indo 111300, item 84 on 11 sep list) (4-3 min: bur 1200 
viet 1200) 
TB1309140491TAKE5 
71 nikolayev on japanese foreign ministry official's visit to rok foreign 
ministry to explain japanese-north korean relations. (3 min, poor: korean 
0900) 
72 anon on decision by ruling party of japan to send troops abroad to un 
peacekeeping force and move for constitutional amendments to do this, says 
this move could raise concern in asia toward japan's military policy in 
asia and pacific. (4 min: bur 1430) 
73 reports on khasbulatov's 12 sep tokyo news conference on russia'S 
intention to pay back japan's billions of dollars. (400 text sent: tasse 
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2034 tassr 1630; 200 text sent: tasse 1354; 1,000 text: tassr 1450; one 
min: german 1600 1700; brief: tv 1800 enginter 1600 1700 1800 1900 2100 
2200 frenchinter 1800 engna 2300 enguk 2000 spanish 2100 polish 1600 
czech/slovak 1800 hungarian 2000) 

91 74 "various aspects of cooperation." (rpt korean 091330, item 43 on 9 sep 
list) (korean 1330) 

92 EAST EUROPE 
93 75 "facets": a. kokarev "repentance" on relatives of polish prisoners of 

war killed in tver in 1940 at reburial ceremony on 30 aug 1991, incl 
intvws with v.a. suslov, chmn of tver oblast exec cmtee, expressing regets 
at what happened, with leszek glodz, bishop general, saying we christians 
must forgive this sin of cain, and with viktor, bishop of tver and kashin. 
(9 min: tv 1615) 

94 76 a. popov intvw with ussr foreign minister pankin on soviet journalists 
missing in yugoslavia, outlining approaches made to yugoslav government. 
(1.5 min: tv 1800; brief: enginter 2200 engna 2300) 

95 MILITARY 
96 77 tass intvw with soviet defense minister shaposhnikov re future of armed 

forces. (c/r tasse 111744, item 95 on 11 sep list) (brief: enginter 0700 
camb 1100 1230) 

97 78 summaries remarks by army chief of staff general lobov on future of 
ussr's armed forces. (c/r 101910, segment 'update', item 138 on 10 sep 
list) (3 min: enginter 1210 2110 spanla 2300 portbraz 2300 enguk 2000 
german 1600 spanish 2100 arabic 1400 hungarian 2000 lao 1330) 

98 79 summaries krasnaya zvezda intvw with general semenov re changes in ussr 
army. (cov pmu) (brief: enginter 1200 1300 1400 1500) 

99 80 aleksandr danilin intvw with soviet navy admiral vladimir chernavin on 
-future of soviet -navy-pending--llaval-r-eform.--(-250-text,-sent:-tassr--1314----------
tasse 1508; brief:enginter 1900 2100 enguk 2000 spanish 2100 hungarian 
2000) 

100 SPACE 
101 81 "science and engineering": incl belitskiy replies to american listener 

about plans for space exploration in 1990's, noting at this point in time 
it is possible only to speak of immediate plans due to econ crisis that 
has necessitated an overall review and pruning of space program, rejecting 
rumors that mir complex is to be sold, stressing what is being considered 
is possibility of establishing a company with foreign participation to 
operate mir as an international research laboratory, previewing 
forthcoming soviet-austrian space mission, incl participation of a kazakh 
astronaut for first time, pointing out next year another module is to be 
added to mir, designed for multispectral imaging of earth from space, 
concluding in long term, in 1994 work will probably begin to restructure 
entire mir complex, substituting a new mir 2 station for present one. 
(6.5 min: engna 2300) 

102 NATIONALITIES 
103 82 account of press conference at ussr ministry of foreign affairs by 

yavlinskiy, deputy chairman of ussr committee for operative management of 
national economy and (yasin), professor of economics, during which they 
answered journalists questions on preparations of draft treaty on economic 
union. (3 min: mayak 0000) 

104 83 anon roundup reports from hotbeds of tension in caucasus, describing 
situations in georgia, nagornyy-karabakh and chechen-ingush. (rpt 
enginter 111210, item 99 on 11 sep list) (engna 0000) 

-.~ .. ----.. --.- .. -.-
-..•. ".-" ~-'.- .... " -: .. ~'." . 
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105 TB1309140591TAKE6 
106 84 reports from armenia and azerbaijan: azer (khalilov) baku dispatch on 

situation in azerbaijan describing recent attacks perpetrated against 
azerbaijanis by armenian fighters; grigoriy (mrkchan) yerevan dispatch 
giving armenian point of view of latest incidents, describing how coach 
was fired on by azerbaijanis killing four villagers. (6 min sent: rossii 
0300) 

107 85 sergey vorobyev recalling media reports to describe political situation 
prevailing in georgia, citing sobesednik and washington post, also briefly 
quoting former georgian interior describing gamsakhurdia as demagogue and 
coward. (4 .• 5 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 portbraz 2300 german 1600 
spanish 2100 persian 1430 arabic 1400 polish 1600 hungarian 2000) 

108 86 yevgeniy kisilev report on video on georgia being on brink of civil 
war, noting that parliamentary session is to take place on monday, 
recalling gamskhurdia message to boris yeltsin complaining of crude 
interference by russian deputies. (3 min sent: rtv 2000) 

109 87 tass corr on aim of south ossetian women's delegation arrival in moscow 
for meeting with leadership of soviet peace committee, quoting remarks by 
maj-gen kim tsagolov during meeting describing situation in south ossetia 
as real tragedy of ethnic minority. (280 text sent: tasse 1925) 

110 88 kazakhstan president nursultan nazarabayev 12 sep decree to set up 
local space research agency. (100 text sent: tasse 0917 tassr 0711; 
brief: rossii 0800 tv 1530 1800) 

111 89 "soviet problems, events and figures": interview with lithuanian 
premier describing agreement with kgb chief bakatin to suspend kgb 
operations, noting that lithuania will control its borders. (5 min: 
korean 0900) 

. -112 ·90 -moldovapresident--snegur ·12-sep--decree ··on-abolit !on-~f- republican------------ ---
decree. (brief sent: mayak 0600) 

113 91 summaries rabochaya tribuna interview with rsfsr prime minister ivan 
silayev. (c/r tasse 100543, item 100 on 10 sep list) (brief: amharic 
101600) 

114 92 boris yeltsin 12 sep presidential decree on measures to protect freedom 
of press in rsfsr. (230 text sent: tassr 1720 tasse 1836; brief: enginter 
2200 engna 2300) 

115 93 tass corrs sharip asuyev/vitaliy dzhibuti grozny dispatch on ruslan 
khasbulatov, leader russian parliament, call to residents in 
chechen-and-ingushi republic to refrain from staging mass rallies and 
avert clashes and conflicts. (rpt 111420, item 104 on 11 sep list) (tv 
1530) 

116 94 anon on instruction read to work collective of petersburg 
television/radio committee by major of st petersburg anatoliy sobchak, 
concerning transformation of this structure, stating that preparatory work 
will be completed by 15 october so that state tv/radio of st petersburg 
will be formed on share basis. (3'min sent: rossii 0800) 

117 95 "russian parliamentary herald": sergey nosovets on rsfsr ministry of 
foreign affairs moving into its new offices in former central committee 
building, including interview with rsfsr foreign minister a. kozyrev, 
describing recent events and its consequences, noting that three days of 
conflict against putsch were culmination of previous battles and 
confrontations. (7 min sent: rtv 1600) 

118 96 turkmenia presidential council adoption of decision to apply to UNO, to 
be registered as full and equal member of international community. (brief 
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sent: mayak 0430; one min: enginter 0800 0900 1000 1100) 
119 USSR ECONOMY 

of 135 

120 97 summary trud "russia has hard-working and talented ppl", intvw with 
ivan silayev, head of provisional cmtee for operative managing of national 
economy, stressing need for an economic union based on agmt profitable to 
all. (one min: mayak 0330 burm 1200; 100 words: tassr 0713; brief: 
enginter 1200 1300 1400 1500 camb 1100 1230) 

121 98 vitaliy gurov pegged to ivan silayev's reported plan to resign from 
country's highest econ policy making body following allegations that body 
helped plan russian econ monopoly in restructured union, citing comments 
at press conf by yavlinskiy, expected successor of silayev, on his plans 
for how econ policies should be for new soviet federation. (5-3 min: 
enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 engna 2300 enguk 2000 arabic 1400 1600 
persian 1430 polish 1600 hungarian 2000 burm 1200 1430 thai 1300 lao 1330 
1400 camb 1230; anon: spanla 2300) 

122 TB1309140691TAKE7 
123 99 anon analyzing possibilities of econ recovery in ussr through housing 

construction, private ownership of houses, farms, means of production. (4 
min: spancuba 0130) 

124 100 anon on role of construction enterprises in country's economy. (dari 
1500) 

125 LIFE IN USSR 
126 101 gorbachev decree appointing maj-gen nikolay scham as dpty chmn of 

soviet kgb, while dismissing maj-gen valeriy lebedev from post. (40 text 
sent: tasse 1219 tassr 1155) 

127 102 gorbachev decree appointing first dpty chmn ussr state security cmtee 
anatoliy oleynikov as mbr of state commission for investigation of kgb 

-ac t ivi ties, decree- also--reHeved--gennadiy-t-it-OV-i>!--these -duUes-and--also---
dismissed from post of dpty chmn of ussr state security cmtee and chief of 
second kgb chief dept. (70 text sent: tasse 1242 tassr 1225) 

128 103 vladimir isachenkov noting ussr supreme soviet will play a formal and 
mostly decorative role in system of bodies of power for transition period, 
which are envisaged by resolutions of congress of ussr ppl's deputies last 
week, quoting arkadi murashev, sec of inter-regional group of ppl's 
deputies and one of leaders of democratic russia movement. (400 text 
sent: tasse 0837) 

129 104 anatoliy (chichoniva) intvw with chmn of 'soviet small industries 
association. (rpt amharic 271600, item 118 on 28 aug list) (amharic 
101600) 

130 105 intvw with abd aI-salam (husaynab), chmn organization opposed to use 
of force against ppl. (rpt somali 041700, item 122 on 4 sep list) (somali 
101700) 

131 106 valentin mashkin on human rights in ussr, role of kgb. (rpt spanla 
112300, item 120 on 11 sep list) (portbraz 0000) 

132 107 n. prokofyeva on background to nuclear accidents in 50's near 
chelyabinsk, incl intvw with expert who says that chelyabinsk accidents 
were worse than chernobyl, claiming most of those who died were soldiers, 
but everything was hushed up. (4 min, sent: tv 1800) 

133 108 "update": incl anon giving details of meeting between russian prime 
minister silayev and russian business circles to discuss mechanism of coop 
between govt and business, briefly quoting silayev in news coni after 
meeting (2.5 min); galina (groziva) intvw with estonian prime minister 
edgar savisaar on future of his republic following its independence, 
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giving details of first steps to be taken, noting that a whole range of 
interim protocols and agmts will be prepared, recalling recent august 
consultations launched with govts of 13 republics and heads of moscow and 
st. petersburg to push horizontal econ ties, also touching on difficulties 
being faced in transition to market economy (3 min); boris belitskiy on 
what can be expected of newly set-up cmtee on military reform, noting that 
it is to scrutinize all ideas and proposals on subject that have been put 
forward thereby arriving at a final conception of a military reform, 
briefly quoting shaposhnikov re idea that army should gradually become 
professional rather than conscripted, also briefly quoting general lobov 
that armed forces are in need of substantial streamlining, finally citing 
gorbachev-yeltsin stressing preservation of a single army to protect 
emerging single econ territory (4 min) (enginter 1910) 

134 109 "on moscow's wavelength": incl excerpts from yeltsin intvw on cnn, re 
failed coup; item on dangers of extremist nationalist movements. 
(hungarian 2000) 

135 110 "mirror" (rpt czech/slovak 101800, item 125 on 11 sep list) 
(czech/slovak 111800) 

136 111 anon on soviet jews' ability to trace back their roots after 1917 rev. 
(5 min: hebrew 1600) 

137 112 mise internal ussr items: 21: global 1 sov 6 engna 3 latam 2 asc 5 
asnc 4 

138 UNPRO: tv 0900 hebrew 1700 afrikaans 1900 kor 0900 
139 POOR: somali 111700 
140 HISSED: turkish 1800 
141 POOREST: greek 2000 (endall) 12 sep 91 DT #2761 
142 TD1309140791TAKE8 




